The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) is a new 1.4 MW average power beam, I GeV accelerator being built at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The accelerator requires 15 converter-modulator stations each providing between 9
kHz pulses is utilized to provide regulated output waveforms with DSP based adaptive feedfonvard and feedback techniques. The boost transformer design utilizes nanocrystalline alloy that provides low core loss at design flux levels and switching frequencies. Capacitors are used on the transformer secondary networks to resonate the leakage inductance. The transformers are wound for a specific leakage inductance, not turns ratio. This design technique generates multiple .secondary volts per turn as compared to the primary.
With the appropriate tuning conditions, switching losses are minimized. The resonant topology has the added benefit of being deQed in a klystron fault condition, with little energy deposited in the arc. This obviates the need of crowbars or other related networks. A review of these design parameters, operational performance, production status, and ORNL installation and performance to date will be presented.
HARDWARE DESIGN
The system block diagram of the SNS convertermodulator is shown in Figure I . This depicts a standard vacuum cast-core transformer substation followed by an SCR controller for DC voltage regulation. The convertermodulator follows with the self-healing capacitor energy storage bank. The fabrication of the converter-modulator systems is accomplished through industrial fabrication contracts for the four major subsystems, consisting of: A) the utility substation, B) the SCR phase controller, C) the convertermodulator assembly, and D) the equipment control rack. The converter-modulator assembly is a "build-to-print" contract, the others, a "build-tospecification", all awarded to the lowest cost qualifying bidder.
HZ UTILITY SYSTEMS
The individual converter-modulator substations contain harmonic traps and filters to maintain IEEE 519 and 141 standards within the local distribution network. To maximize substation efficiency (-99%), a standard "traction" style vacuum cast core transformer is used along with vacuum cast coils for the traps and filters.
Since the unit contains no oil, secondary oil containment, 
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SCR PHASE CONTROLLER
Each converter-modulator substation is followed by an SCR phase controller, located indoors, in the klystron gallery. A single utility pull using armored triplex between the substation and SCR regulator simplifies the interconnect between the pad and the indoor equipment. The SCR phase controller accommodates incoming line voltage variations resulting from network, transformer, and trap impedances, from no-load to full load. The SCR phase controller also provides the soft-start function and operates at a nominal +I-1250 Volt output with a 400 Amp rating. This unit is 99.5% efficient and has also been manufactured by Dynapower Corporation.
Serf-Healing Capacitors
The energy storage capacitors used for the converter modulator are units similar to those used in traction application.
Thomson Passive Components (AVX), located in Saint-Appollinaire, France worked with us to deyelop a lower inductance capacitor for our high power, 20 kHz, switching application. lnternal fabrication methodology is optimized to provide enhanced cunent distribution within the capacitor and also minimize internal interconnect inductance. The all film design provides for excellent energy density and the use of highohm metal electrode deposition ensures good current balance through all the internal foil packs. As in traction applications, our capacitors use the technology of metallized hazy polypropylene dielectrics that do not fail short, but fuse or "clear" any internal anomaly. Also, at our capacitor voltage rating (1.5 kV), there has not been a recorded internal capacitor buss failure. With the converter modulator operation at full output with a maximum bank voltage of 1.2 kV, the capacitor lifetime is calculated to be over 300,000 hours, including derating factors. A view of the capacitor racks is shown in Figure  3 . Bank fusing does not seem to reduce physical IGBT failure damage and fusing is not used in the present production design. However, it appears that the fusing can limit "action" in other failure modes and possibly reduce busswork or cabling damage. This is one area we will again examine in future designs.
CONVERTER .MODULATOR ASSEMBLY
A view of the completed convener modulator assembly is shmn in Figure 2 . The oil tank. safety endlosure. and water distribuum panel are thc prumint'nr fdlurcs that can be noted In this figure. Qndppohrr Corporution located in Burlington, Vcrmunt \\on the contract fur the build-to-print convener mudulator assembly. The first 4 production wn\erier mod~lator asrernblirs have been delivered IO ORNI. ui the 2"'quaner of fiscal )ear 2003.
IGBT Switch Plate Assembly
The IGBT switch plate assemblies are designed to be easily removed like a Luge printed circuit card, such lh31 maintenance and repair can be accommodated off-line. Figure 4 . The resulting inductance of the IGBT switch plate network of -7 nH is desirable to minimize overshoot and ringing from the multirkA 20 kHz switching that can have dL'dT's of -10 M u S . The IGBT switch plate assemblies also must switch the peak power of the system, 11 MW, not just the average power.
With 'the high peak powers involved, additional "on board" energy storage is provided by 8 each 10 uF, 2 kV capacitors, also manufactured by General Atomics Energy Producrs.
Figure 4 IGBT Switch Plate Assembly
Amorphous Nanocrystalline Boost Transformers
The development of the amorphous nanocrystalline bansformer core was another long lead development for this project. The characteristics of the nano material are given in the following table: Figure 5 . The overall height is about 24" tall with a total assembly weight of -150 Ibs. The secondary windings are resonated with tuning capacitors which provide two important functions, ( I ) an optimized value provides "zero-voltage-switching" for the IGBT's, and (Z), the multiple transformer resonant circuits create "polyphase resonant voltage multiplication". The transformers are wound with a ratio of l:l9, but the output is about 1:60. Unlike previous power transformers with the same "voltsper-turn" for both the primary and secon-, this design generates multiple volts-per-tum on the secondary. In addition, the core flux expended is that of the primary. It would seem that the secondary leakage inductance isolates the core from the voltage swing generated on the secondary. The zero-voltage-switching characteristic minimizes the IGBT switching loss, turn on is soft without forced commutation (and losses) of the opposite IGBT free-wheeling diode.
The transformers are resonated with special capacitors developed by General Aromics Energy Products and circulate many MVAR at 20 kHz with 100% reversal to -I 60 kV p-p. 
Resonant Rectification System
To provide six pulse rectification of the 20 kHz, -140 kV line-line voltages, resonant rectification techniques are used. Capacitors are placed in parallel with goups of rectification diodes. However, low loss; fast recovery diodes are still necessary for this design. 1,600 volt, 70 Amp ion implanted diodes manufactured by I " . . are used in the 140 kV modulator assemblies. The circuit effect of the added rectification capacitance is that it acts like the transformer shunt peaking capacitors and must be considered in the analysis of the transformer tuning. The resonant rectification capacitors have the desirous effect to remove switching transients and "Miller" (ground) capacitance from the diodes. The Miller capacitance (to ground) can cause significant over-voltage of diodes high in the stack.
The resonant rectification capacitors effectively swamp this failure mode. The resonant rectification capacitors are manufactured by General Alomics Energy Producls and must have good tolerances, small size, and low equivalent series resistance and dissipation factor.
Output Filtering
Output filtering is provided by a standard "Pi-R network. The input resistance helps mitigate ringing of the rectifier circuits. Filter capacitance values are chosen to provide adequate filtering yet minimize stored energy. The~stoied energy is wasted power that is lost at the end of the klystron pulse. With 120 kHz ripple frequency, high efficiency with good filtering can be attained.
EQUIPMENT CONTROL RACK
The operator and control room interface for the converter-modulator is via the equipment control rack. This .rack controls and monitors all the power conditioning functions of the converter-modulator system such as the SCR controller, capacitor banks, IGBT switching network, oil tank assembly, and output load parameters. The rack includes functions for (Ethernet) "EPICS' based control I/O, Allen-Bradley PLC with local 110 and station keeping, fast electronic monitors, and controls. This includes personnel protection interlocks as well as all electronic fault protection systems. The fault protection systems have the appropriate W -p u t delays and latching functions to minimize the probability of equipment damage. 'The Digital Signal Processor (DSP) based control system has adaptive feedfonvard and feedback networks with learning algorithms to generate regulated modulator output pulses. With Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) of the individual IGBT pulses, the output waveforms can be compensated for capacitor bank droop and network overshoot. Figure 6 shows the modulator output at 80 kV without adaptive controls and Fig& 7 shows the 80 kV output with adaptive controls.
The complete equipment control rack is manufactuied by Z-TEC Inc. located in Albuquerque, NM. We have not operated at full average power with the DSP controls. Although~ we have had scheduling conflicts, recent modeling has shown dramatic increases in IGBT switching losses with PWM. We need to further examine these results and carefully proceed with PWM~testing at high average power. Slight changes in programming and circuit values .may be necessaq to maintain efficient switching. Thales klystron (-8OOkW) gave IGBT losses of -1.7 kW each, with an overall efficiency of 94%. Operation at higher power provides a better match to the resonant converter and affords "zero:voltage-switching" of the IGBTs.
Operations continue at the ORNL SNS accelerator.
Oak Ridge has operated 24/7 during accelerator RFQ commissioning as well as the recent Drift Tube (DTL) structure commissioning to full power.
Start-up problems have been related to vendor QIA issues and are being worked as the converter-modulator production unfolds. 
Crowbar Tests
Extensive fault testing has also been performed with three times the anticipated SNS high-voltage cable length. These tests have been performed at voltages higher (-145 kV) than anticipated in our operation. Figure 9 shows a 130 kV crowbar test into a 5 joule wire. This test shows the result when the IGBT switching is disabled. Protection of the klystron is not dependant on the inhibit of IGBT switching and IGBT reliability is not dependant on intermotion of eate drive durine a klvstron arc down. Figure 9: 130kV Self-Break Crowbar Test Figure IO shows an arc-down event with the IGBT's continuing to switch, which did not fuse the test wire. In the shorted condition, the resonance of the convertermodulator is deQed, and little power transfer results. The low primary drive voltage coupled into the relatively high leakage inductance of the transformer does not even create an over-current situation for the 1GBT's. This provides for a design that has fault ride-through capabilities. These results match our modeling. 
CONCLUSION
The polyphase resonant converter-modulator has demonstrated several new design methodologies that are expected to revolutionize long-pulse and " C W modulator designs. These new technologies include special low inductance self-cleating capacitors, large amoIphous nanocrystalline cut-core transformers, polyphase resonant voltage multiplication, resonant rectification, snubberless IGBT switching, and adaptive power supply control techniques. Design economies ,we achieved by the use of industrial traction components such as cast power transformers, IGBT's, and self-clearing capacitors. The compact and modular design minimizes on-site construction and a simplified utility interconnection scheme further reduces installation costs. The design does not require HV capacitor rooms and related crowbars. By generating high-voltage when needed, reliability and personnel safety is greatly enhanced. The system development to date has been completely successhl and results indicate that operation to the full system avenge power (1.1 megawatts) should be achieved as required, within specification, when loads become available.
